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1. Introduction

The representations of 2d N = (2, 2) superfields play an important role in understanding

string theory, complex geometry, and the interface between the two subjects. The seminal

work of Zumino [1] showed the connection between N = (2, 2) non linear sigma models

(NLSM), with chiral superfields and Kähler geometry. Gates, Hull, and Roček [2] formally

introduced the twisted chiral superfield representation that was implicitly containted in [3]

and discovered a NLSM that realized a bi-hermitian geometry with commuting complex

structures. The bi-hermitian geometries contain NS-NS two form flux and are examples of

generalized Kähler geometries [4, 5]. A sigma model realization of bi-hermitian geometry

with non commuting complex structures was obtained by the introduction of left and

right semi chiral superfields [6]. These sigma models where also shown to be generalized

Kähler [7]. Later it was shown in [8] that all generalized Kähler geometries can be described

locally by a N = (2, 2) sigma model with chiral, twisted chiral, left and right semi chiral

superfield representations.

The vector multiplets also play an important role in the connection between string

theory and complex geometry. Gauging the isometries of a NLSM is a necessary part of

understanding T duality and requires the use of certain target space background data. If the

target space has NS-NS flux H = db, then a one form,u, arises from the conditon that the

isometry preserves the NS-NS flux, LξH = 0, which implies that iξH = du. The one form u
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is needed to gauge the sigma model [9]. Here ξ is the killing vector for the isometry. In order

to gauge a sigma model with greater than (1, 0) or (0, 1) supersymmetry, one must use the

moment map associated to the isometry [10 – 12]. There are two known vector multiplets for

(2, 2) supersymmetry, the chiral and the twisted chiral vector multiplet. Here we identifiy

the vector multiplet by the transformations of the prepotentials, i.e. the chiral multiplet has

a prepotential that shifts by a chiral superfield under gauge transformations and like wise

for the twsited chiral multiplet. The known vector multiplets explain the dualtiy between

chiral and twisted chiral superfields and provide the manifestly (2, 2) description of T

duality [13] which is the essence of mirror symmetry [14]. However the complete story of T

duality isn’t known for the most general (2, 2) NLSM. In [15, 16] the chiral vector multiplet

is coupled to the semi chiral representations at the manifest (2, 2) level and extended (1, 1)

level on shell. In [15], the discussion of T duality requires the introduction of extra fields

that result in a degenerate metric. Starting with a real dimension 2n space, one is forced to

think of the T dual geometry as a codimension 2 surface of a 2n+2 dimensional space. In a

similar way, one would encounter problems with quotients of target spaces described by semi

chiral superfields. The portion of a sigma model parameterized by semi chiral superfields is

necessarily of 4n real dimensions with n some integer [17]. However constructing a quotient

using the chiral or twisted chiral vector multiplet would result in a sigma model of 4n − 2

real dimesions. Such a quotient can’t be described using semi chiral superfields and it is

unclear if the remaining degrees of freedom can be assembled into chiral or twisted chiral

representations. This hints at a lack of general understanding of how to gauge a sigma

model with semi chiral representations participating in the isometry. The goal of the work

is explore the issue of gauging sigma models with semi chiral superfield representations as a

first step in developing a better description of T duality and the construction of quotients.

The approach taken is to ask if there is a vector multiplet that has the same relationship

to semi chiral superfields that the chiral and twisted chiral vector multiplets have to chiral

and twisted chiral matter. Specifically, is there a vector multiplet with prepotentials that

gauge transform by semi chiral superfields? This question can also be asked covariantly as,

is there a gauged supercovariant derivative algebra that is only compatible with defining

covariantly semi chiral superfields?

From the perspective of superspace representation theory, the work presented can be

viewed in a different way. The vector multiplet that we derive gives an example of a multi-

plet that possess a symmetry under the discrete transformation on superspace coordinates

that is responsible for the existence of ‘mirror copies’ of 2d N = (2, 2) supermultiplets.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give the U(1) gauged supercovariant

derivative algebra and Bianchi identities for the semi chiral vector multiplet and discuss

the gauge transformations of the prepotentials. We also discuss the origin of the duality

between the chiral and twisted chiral vector multiplets described in [18]. In section 3 we

present the discussion of the discrete transformation on superspace and the relevance of

the semi chiral vector multiplet. In section 4 we give the kinetic terms in the action for

the semi chiral vector multiplet. In section 5, we use the prepotentials to gauge a NLSM

with U(1) symmetry. In section 6 we give the summary and conclusion.
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2. The semi chiral vector multiplet

The known irreducible scalar superfield representations in 2d N = (2, 2) superspace are the

chiral, twisted chiral, and left/right semi chiral superfields. These superfields are defined

using the supercovariant derivatives DA = (Dα, D̄α, ∂a) with algebra

[Dα,Dβ} = 0, [Dα, D̄β} = 2i(γa)αβ∂a . (2.1)

The representations are distinguished by the following supercovariant derivative constraints.

Chiral: D̄αφ = 0

Twisted Chiral: D̄−χ = D+χ = 0

Left Semi Chiral: D̄+X = 0

Right Semi Chiral: D̄−Y = 0 (2.2)

The semi chiral constraints are novel in the sense that they are only compatible with Lorentz

invariance in 2 dimensions. The vector multiplets that couple to chiral and twisted chiral

matter are known and have been discussed in [12, 18]. One can observe that both the chiral

and twisted chiral vector multiplets can couple to left/right semi chiral matter. A natural

question to ask is whether there is a vector multiplet for left/right semi chiral matter other

than the chiral and twisted chiral vector multiplets. To pursue this question we search

for a gauge supercovariant derivative algebra that is only consistent with setting covariant

left/right semi chiral constraints.

2.1 The algebra and B.I.’s

We start by introducing gauge supercovariant derivatives, ∇A = DA − igΓAt, where DA is

given above, ΓA is the supergauge field and t is the abstract generator of the U(1) symmetry

we wish to gauge. We then impose the following constraints on the gauge supercovariant

derivative algebra. A priori the gauge supercovariant derivatives contain two independent

component fields that can serve as the gauge potential. To eliminate this degeneracy we

impose what is known as the conventional constraint which identifies the two candidate

gauge fields.1

(γa)
αβ [∇α, ∇̄β} = −4i∇a . (2.3)

The usual chiral vector multiplet, i.e. the one obtained by dimensional reduction of the 4d

N = 1 vector multiplet, uses the following representation preserving constraints

[∇α,∇β} = 0 (2.4)

These constraints allow one to define covariantly chiral superfields. The constraints that

only allow one to define semi chiral representations are

(γa)
αβ [∇α,∇β} = 0. (2.5)

1For a more complete discussion of conventional constraints for gauge supercovariant derivative algebras,

see section 4.2 of [20]
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The algebra and solution to the bianchi identites for the above constraints are

[∇α,∇β} = 4ig(γ3)αβT̄ t

[∇α, ∇̄β} = 2i(γc)αβ∇c + 2g[CαβS − i(γ3)αβP ]t

[∇α,∇b} = g(γb)α
βW̄βt − g(γ3γb)α

βΩ̄βt

[∇a,∇b} = −igǫabWt (2.6)

and

∇αS = −iW̄α

∇αP = −(γ3)α
βW̄β

∇̄αT = 0

∇αT = Ωα

∇αΩβ = −Cαβσ

∇αΩ̄β = 2i(γa)αβ∇aT̄

∇αW̄β = 0

∇αWβ = iCαβd − (γ3)αβ(σ1 + W) + (γa)αβ∇aS − i(γ3γa)αβ∇aP

∇αd = (γa)α
β∇aW̄β

∇ασ = 0

∇̄ασ = 2i(γa)α
β∇aΩβ (2.7)

where σ1 = Re(σ). It is of interest to note that the B.I.s require that T is chiral and

Π = S − iP is twisted chiral. At first glance one might think that this algebra is the direct

sum of the algebras for a chiral and twisted chiral vector multiplet. That this isn’t the case

can be seen in at least two different ways. The first is the mixing of the auxiliarly field

σ in the B.I.’s, specifically in the ∇αWβ and ∇αΩβ terms. The discussion of the second

argument is better suited to take place after the discussion of prepotentials.

2.2 Prepotentials

The description given above is an off shell description and thus the field strengths can be

solved for in terms of unconstrained prepotentials. To find the prepotentials we consider

the representation preserving constraint (2.5) and see what they imply for the potentials

Γα. In terms of the super field strengths we have

F++ = 2D+Γ+ = 0 → Γ+ = D+V̄1

F−− = 2D−Γ− = 0 → Γ− = D−V̄2 (2.8)

The complex scalar fields V1 and V2 are the prepotentials. The prepotentials have two types

of gauge transformation. Since the super field strengths are invariant under ΓA → ΓA+DAL

where L is an arbitrary real superfield, this implies that V1 and V2 share a common gauge

transformation

V1 → V1 + L, V2 → V2 + L (2.9)

V1 and V2 also have a priori independent gauge transformations. For D̄+Λ = 0 and D̄−U =

0 the super field strengths are invariant under the transformations

V1 → V1 + Λ (2.10)
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and

V2 → V2 + U (2.11)

Here we see that we have found a vector multiplet with prepotentials that shift by semi

chiral superfields under gauge transformations. At this point we can also give the second

argument as to why the semi chiral vector multiplet can’t be obtained as a direct sum of the

chiral and twisted chiral vector multiplets. Recall for the chiral vector multiplet that after

fixing the gauge symmetry parameterized by the analog of the L gauge transformation, it

has only one real prepotential. The same is true for the twisted chiral vector multiplet. One

would expect that a direct sum of the chiral and twisted chiral vector multiplet would be

described in terms of two real prepotentials. However, for the semi chiral vector multiplet

given above, there are three real prepotentials after L gauge fixing.

The field strengths are given in terms of the prepotentials as

T =
1

4
D̄2(V2 − V1)

T̄ =
1

4
D2(V̄2 − V̄1)

Π = S − iP =
1

2
D+D̄−(V2 − V̄1)

Π̄ = S + iP =
1

2
D−D̄+(V̄2 − V1) (2.12)

2.3 Duality between chiral and twisted chiral vector multiplets

While the semi chiral vector multiplet isn’t reducible in terms of the chiral and twisted

chiral vector multiplet, it contains both the chiral and twisted chiral vector multiplet.

This can be seen in the following way. Starting with equation (2.6) and setting the field

strength T̄ = 0, one finds that the B.I.’s require that Ωα = σ = 0. The resulting algebra

and B.I.’s are identical to the those for the chiral vector multiplet [18]. Similarly if one

sets S = P = 0 then the B.I.’s require that Wα = d = 0 and σ1 = −W. This then gives

the algebra and B.I.’s for the twisted chiral vector multiplet. In this way we can view the

semi chiral vector multiplet as the parent multiplet that gives rise to the chiral and twisted

chiral vector multiplet. This isn’t very surprising in hind sight. The semi chiral constraint

is weaker that the chiral or twisted chiral constraint. It is only the zero modes allowed

for a massless representation that distinguishes a semi chiral superfield from the sum of a

chiral and twisted chiral superfield. From this point of view, one could expect the semi

chiral vector multiplet to incorporate both the chiral and twisted chiral vector multiplets

in its structure. Then setting the field strengths to zero in the way described above is just

how one enlarges the types of constraints that can be imposed on matter representations.

The observed duality between the chiral and twisted chiral superfields can be seen as the

origin of the mirror nature between chiral and twisted chiral vector multiplets described

in [18]. This observation can be made at a more fundamental superspace geometrical level

which is described in the next section.
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3. The discrete superspace transformation and mirror copies of supermul-

tiplets

It is perhaps useful to review the situation with 2d N = (2, 2) supersymmetrical repre-

sentations. Although it is not widely recognized, the existence of ‘mirror copies’ of 2d

N = (2, 2) supermultiplets owes to a very simple supergeometrical circumstance. We may

denote the coordinates of the superspace by

ZM =
(

θα; θ̄α; σm
)

=
(

θ+, θ−; θ+
.
, θ−. ; x , x

)

(3.1)

and note that it is possible to introduce a discrete transformation (whose generator may be

denoted by Mm [19]) that acts on the coordinates of 2d N = (2, 2) superspace according

to

Mm :
(

θ+, θ−; θ+
.
, θ−. ; x , x

)

=
(

θ+, θ−. ; θ+
.
, θ−; x , x

)

. (3.2)

If we call the spinor coordinates with + superscripts ‘right-handed’ and those with −

superscripts ‘left-handed,’ then the effect of this discrete transformation is to act as the

identity on the ‘right-handed’ spinor coordinates as well as bosonic coordinates. However,

it acts as an outer automorphism acting on the ‘left-handed’ spinor coordinates.

Now such a discrete transformation may or may not constitute a symmetry of any

particular dynamical N = (2, 2) supersymmetric system depending upon what is the action

upon which it might be applied. More interesting, however, is that this may not even be a

symmetry of the irreducible representations of N = (2, 2) superspace. In fact, there are no

known irreducible N = (2, 2) supermultiplets that realizes this as a symmetry! Typically,

what happens is that if one begins with a given N = (2, 2) irreducible representation

and applies this discrete symmetry, the result is another distinct N = (2, 2) irreducible

representation, its ‘mirror image.’

One example of this is provided by considering the 2d N = (2, 2) superspace Maxwell

multiplet. For this purpose we introduce a superspace covariant derivative ∇A ≡ DA − igΓAt

(in this expression t denotes a U(1) Lie algebra generator with an associated commutator

algebra)

[∇α,∇β} = 0 , [∇α, ∇̄β} = i2(γc)αβ∇c + 2g[CαβS − i(γ3)αβP ]t ,

[∇α,∇b} = g(γb)α
βW̄βt , [∇a,∇b} = −igǫabWt , (3.3)

and whose consistent Bianchi Identities imply

∇αS = −iW̄α , ∇αP = −(γ3)α
βW̄β , ∇αW̄β = 0 , ∇αd = (γc)α

β∇cW̄β ,

∇αWβ = iCαβd − (γ3)αβW + (γa)αβ(∇aS) − i(γ3γa)αβ(∇aP ). (3.4)

Just as the transformation in (3.2) was defined to act on the coordinates of the super-

space, an analogous definition can be realized on the superspace covariant derivative. For

this purpose it is convenient to first go to a chiral basis defined by

∇+ ≡
1

2
(1 + γ3)α

β∇β , ∇− ≡
1

2
(1 − γ3)α

β∇β ,

∇̄+
. ≡

1

2
(1 + γ3)α

β∇̄β , ∇̄−. ≡
1

2
(1 − γ3)α

β∇̄β . (3.5)
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In this chiral basis, the form of the commutator algebra becomes

{∇+ ,∇+} = 0 , {∇− ,∇−} = 0

{∇+ ,∇−} = 0 , {∇+ ,∇−.} = iΠ̄ t

{∇+
. ,∇−.} = 0 , {∇+

. ,∇−} = −iΠ t

{∇+ ,∇+
.} = i∇++ , {∇− ,∇−.} = i∇−−

[∇+ ,∇++] = 0 , [∇− ,∇−−] = 0

[∇+ ,∇−−] = − (∇−Π̄) t

[∇− ,∇++] = +(∇+Π) t

[∇++ ,∇−−] = iW t , (3.6)

Now the superspace covariant derivative ∇A is defined just as in (3.1)

∇A =
(

∇α; ∇̄α; ∇m

)

=
(

∇+, ∇−; ∇+
. , ∇−. ; ∇++, ∇−−

)

(3.7)

and in this form the discrete coordinate transformation may be applied. This changes the

commutator algebra to the form

{∇+ ,∇+} = 0 , {∇− ,∇−} = 0

{∇+ ,∇−} = −iT̄ t , {∇+ ,∇−.} = 0

{∇+
. ,∇−.} = +iT t , {∇+

. ,∇−} = 0

{∇+ ,∇+
.} = i∇++ , {∇− ,∇−.} = i∇−−

[∇+ ,∇++] = 0 , [∇− ,∇−−] = 0

[∇+ ,∇−−] = +(∇−.T̄ ) t

[∇− ,∇++] = +(∇+
.T̄ ) t

[∇++ ,∇−−] = −igW t , (3.8)

which (after going back to a covariant basis) reads

[∇α,∇β} = i4g(γ3)αβ T̄ t , [∇α, ∇̄β} = i2(γc)αβ∇c ,

[∇α,∇b} = −g(γ3γb)α
βΩ̄βt , [∇a,∇b} = −igǫabWt , (3.9)

and

∇αT̄ = 0 , ∇̄αT̄ = Ω̄β , ∇αΩ̄β = i2(γa)αβ(∇aT̄ ) ,

∇αΩβ = Cαβ[W + id] , ∇αd = (γc)α
β∇cΩ̄β. (3.10)

Thus the covariant algebra (3.9) is the mirror dual of the of the covariant algebra in (3.3).

What we see is that the semi chiral vector multiplet has a covariant algebra that realizes

a symmetry under the discrete transformation defined in (3.7).
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4. The gauge field action

At this point we have only established that the representation is irreducible. We need to

find the action that governs the dynamics for the multiplet. We can guess the form of the

action on dimensional grounds. Since [d4θ] = 2, then the action must be a function of

dimensionless fields. Since the action must also be gauge invariant, this suggest that we

can use the mass dimension zero field strengths from the algebra S, P , and T . What is

particularly nice is that we will see a mechanism the theory uses to demonstrate that it is

not a direct sum of the chiral and twisted chiral vector multiplets. Consider the following

actions

S1 = −
1

4

∫

d2xd4θ S2 (4.1)

and

S2 =
1

2

∫

d2xd4θ T̄T (4.2)

Both actions are manifestly supersymmetric since they are written directly in superspace.

However both terms are necessary in order to obtain the field strength squared term W2

in the action. Lets see how that works. Evaluating the Grassmann measure with

∫

d4θ =
1

8
[∇α∇α∇̄

β∇̄β + ∇̄β∇̄β∇
α∇α], (4.3)

we get the component actions

S1 =
1

2

∫

d2x[2i(λ̄β)(γa)β
α∇a(λα) + ∇aS∇aS + ∇aP∇aP + (σ1 + W)2 + d2] (4.4)

where Wα|=λα and

S2 =
1

2

∫

d2x[σ̄σ + 2iρ̄β(γa)β
α∇aρα + 4∇aT̄∇aT ] (4.5)

with Ωα| = ρα and recall σ1 = Re(σ). If we just used S1, we would see that the e.o.m for

σ1 would eliminate the presence of W in the action and thus the gauge field wouldn’t have

kinetic terms. We would get the same result if we just used S2 for the more simple reason

that W doesn’t appear in the action. It is only the sum of the two terms, S1+c0S2, that will

generate kinetic terms for the gauge field. Since each action is separately supersymmetric,

the remaining issue to settle is what should the relative coefficient be. Looking at the

kinetic terms for the scalars we see that c0 must be positive with no extra restriction from

requiring the appropriate sign for the gauge field kinetic terms in this case +W2. For

simplicity we set c0 = 1 and consider the action

S =

∫

d2xd4θ

[

−
1

4
S2 +

1

2
T̄ T

]

.

=
1

2

∫

d2x[2i(λ̄β)(γa)β
α∇a(λα) + ∇aS∇aS + ∇aP∇aP + (σ1 + W)2 + d2

+ σ̄σ + 2iρ̄β(γa)β
α∇aρα + 4∇aT̄∇aT ] (4.6)

– 8 –
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4.1 Fayet-Iliopoulos terms

Since the semi chiral vector multiplet has three real prepotentials, it has room for three

F.I. terms [19] in the action. They are given by

SFI = g

∫

d2x[aD2T + āD̄2T̄ + D̄αDα(bΠ + b̄Π̄)]

= 4g

∫

d2x

[

r1

(

σ1 +
1

2
W

)

+ r2σ2 + r3d

]

. (4.7)

The relations between the complex constants a, b and the real constants r1, r2, and r3 are

r1 =
1

4
(a + ā) +

i

2
(b̄ − b)

r2 =
i

4
(a − ā)

r3 =
1

2
(b + b̄) (4.8)

5. Coupling to matter

Coupling the new multiplet to matter can be described in two ways. One is to evaluate

the measure in terms of the covariant derivatives, push the derivatives onto the Kähler

potential, and evaluate the fermionic derivatives acting on the matter superfields in terms

of the covariantly defined components of the matter superfields. The other way is to use

the prepotentials to adjust the local gauge transformations of the matter fields to make

the action invariant under the local transformations. Here we describe the second method

because of its greater ability to describe the gauging of target space isometries in non linear

sigma models. Lets recall the process for gauging chiral matter described in [11]. A chiral

superfield transforms under a global transformation as

Φ → eigǫtΦ, Φ̄ → eigǫtΦ̄ (5.1)

where ǫ is the constant real transformation parameter. The kinetic terms for the chiral

fields are given by the Kähler potential, K = K(Φ̄,Φ) which is invariant under the above

transformations. When the transformation is made local, the parameter ǫ is promoted

to a chiral superfield and thus ǭ is anti chiral. However, this means that Φ̄ no longer

transforms with the same parameter as Φ and the invariance of the Kähler potential is

lost. To restore the invariance we need to find a way to get Φ̄ and Φ to transform with the

same transformation parameter. To do so we use the real prepotential,2 V , from the chiral

vector multiplet which transforms as δV = i(ǭ − ǫ). We define a new field

Φ̃ = e−gV tΦ̄, (5.2)

and replace Φ̄ in the Kähler potential with Φ̃, i.e. K = K(Φ̃,Φ) and we find that the

potential is invariant under local transformations.

2This is actually the imaginary part of the complex prepotential for the chiral vector multiplet.
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A similar procedure will be used to gauge the Kähler potential with left and right semi

chiral superfields, however we need to make a few adjustments. The Kähler potential is a

function of the left and right semi chiral superfields, K = K(X̄,X, Ȳ , Y ). It is invariant

under the following transformations.

X → eigǫtX, X̄ → eigǫtX̄, Y → eigǫtY, Ȳ → eigǫtȲ , (5.3)

where once again ǫ is a constant real parameter. To make the transformation local we, as

before, would look to promote ǫ to a superfield. The issue is choosing the representation

to use. The only consistent choice is to promote the parameter for each superfield to a

parameter of the same representation. The local transformations take the form

X → e−igΛtX, X̄ → e−igΛ̄tX̄, Y → e−igUtY, Ȳ → e−igŪtȲ . (5.4)

Once again the invariance of the Kähler potential is lost with the above local transforma-

tions. In order to restore the invariance we define new fields using the prepotentials, as

before, that will transform properly to restore the invariance of the Kähler potential. This

will happen in a way that looks different from the chiral case, though in truth it is actually

equivalent. We recall that the prepotentials actually have two gauge transformations. We

can use the left and right semi chiral transformation of the prepotentials to compensate

for the local transformations and exchange them for L gauge transformations.3 We define

new fields with the prepotentials transforming as in (2.10) and (2.11)

X̃ = eigV1tX

˜̄X = eigV̄1tX̄

Ỹ = eigV2tY

˜̄Y = eigV̄2tȲ (5.5)

The new fields all transform with the same parameter and the invariance of the action is

restored with the replacements

K(X̄,X, Ȳ , Y ) → K( ˜̄X, X̃, ˜̄Y, Ỹ ). (5.6)

The discussion of the gauged action via use of the prepotentials is completed by giving

the gauge fixing conditions for the L gauge freedom and choosing the appropriate Wess

Zumino gauge. To start we need to give the components for the left and right semi chiral

3The procedure described above is a short cut to the procedure we will describe for the case where the

fields participating in the gauge transformation are in the same representation i.e. chiral and anti chiral

only or some other field and its conjugate. For a review of this procedure see [20].
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transformation parameters.

Λ| = λ, U | = u

DαΛ| = ψα, αU | = χα

D̄−Λ| = ξ−, D̄−U | = 0

D̄+Λ| = 0, D̄+U | = η+

D2Λ| = F, D2U | = G

D̄2Λ| = 0, D̄2U | = 0

[D+, D̄+]Λ = −i∂ λ, [D+, D̄+]U | = B

[D−, D̄−]Λ| = C , [D−, D̄−]U | = −i∂ u

[D−, D̄+]Λ| = 0, [D−, D̄+]U | = θ′

[D+, D̄−]Λ| = θ, [D+, D̄−]U | = 0

D2D̄+Λ| = 0, D2D̄+U | = ω+

D2D̄−Λ| = τ−, D2D̄−U | = 0

D̄2D+Λ| = ∂ ξ−, D̄2D+U | = 0

D̄2D−Λ| = 0, D̄2D−U | = ∂ η+ (5.7)

To perform the L gauge fixing we need to decompose the prepotentials into the linear

combination of fields that transforms under the L gauge symmetry, and the orthogonal

combinations that are inert under the L gauge symmetry. The combination that L gauge

transforms is

V̂ = Re(V1) + Re(V2) (5.8)

And the orthogonal combinations are

Ṽ = Re(V2) − Re(V1)

Ṽ1 = Im(V1)

Ṽ2 = Im(V2) (5.9)

We use the L gauge freedom to fix V̂ = 0. Then we consider the transformations of

the remaining prepotentials components under the remaining gauge transformations to see

which we can set to zero in the Wess Zumino gauge. We set to zero all of the fields that

transform by a shift and here give the remaining components. The gauge field sits in Ṽ1

and Ṽ2 as

A = −
1

4
(γ )++[D+, D̄+]Ṽ1|

A = −
1

4
(γ )−−[D−, D̄−]Ṽ2|. (5.10)

The remaining components that cannot be set to zero in the Wess Zumino gauge are related
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to the field strengths given in the algebra (2.6) and are given by

i

4
D̄2(Ṽ2 − Ṽ1)| = T | = T

i

2
D+D̄−(Ṽ2 + Ṽ1)| = S − iP | = Π

i

4
D̄2Dα(Ṽ1 + Ṽ2)| = −Wα| = −λα

i

4
DαD̄2Ṽ2| = Ωα| = ρα

1

8
{D2, D̄2}Ṽ | =

(

σ1 +
1

2
W

)∣

∣

∣

∣

=

(

σ1 +
1

2
W

)

1

8
{D2, D̄2}(Ṽ2 − Ṽ1)| = σ2| = σ2

1

8
{D2, D̄2}(Ṽ2 + Ṽ1)| = d| = d (5.11)

For simplicity we have used the same symbol for the superfield and its lowest component.

This completes the description of the Wess Zumino gauge.

6. Summary and conclusion

In this paper we have observed a new irreducible representation of N = (2, 2) supersymme-

try, the semi chiral vector multiplet. This multiplet has the property that its prepotentials

transform by semi chiral superfields which was the goal of our original motivation for look-

ing at new vector multiplets. We have seen that a nice interpretation of semi chiral vector

multiplet is that it is the parent multiplet that gives rise to either the chiral or twisted

chiral vector multiplet in the appropriate limit. This is understood from the super geo-

metrical perspective as the realization of a supermultiplet that possess a symmetry under

a discrete transformation on the superspace coordinates. This multiplet should allow for

further investigations of the formulation of T duality and the construction of quotients for

sigma models with semi chiral superfields [21].

After the completion of this work, we became aware of similar results obtained by the

work of U. Lindström, M. Roček, I. Ryb, R. von Unge, and M. Zabzine.
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